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Excellent guide of trails. A bit dated, so does not include newer trails.Aside from not including the

newer trails, the guide is excellent. It provides good descriptions and advice. If you ever want to go

hiking but cant think of a place, this book is great. Leave it on the coffee table and it will motivate

you.

My husband is from Montana and I am new to hiking. He is an experienced hiker and has reviewed

this book and gave it a "thumbs up".

I've hiked dozens of trails out of this same company's trail book for Oregon and found it extremely

useful, so upon moving to the Inland NW, I bought this book. Overall the book is great - it has

excellent trail overviews, difficulty levels, elevation profiles, "landscape" style maps rather than

traditional topographical, and reasonable text describing the trail. It's perfect for any hiker in the

Inland NW wanting to find some well known and not-so well known trails in the area.I would add that

having hiked several trails out of this book that there have been times where I've wished the

descriptive text was more descriptive. I've had confusing moments out of every trail "guide" book,

this is certainly no exception. A good map of the area, common sense, and experience will help

there. The other thing I don't like about this particular line of trail books is that everyone you meet on

the trail has one of these guide books. I guess I'm not the only one on this island - but I sure love

trails with very few people on it or even noone at all!

This is a great book to point you in the right direction for hikes in the area.

The book was easy to follow and use, not always the case with guide books. Information so far

regarding hikes has been up-to-date. I would recommend this book to persons who are and are not

familar with hikes in the area.

Very detailed and useful book for finding inland northwest hiking trails.

good resource for inland northwest hiking adventures. love the detail provided.

Very complete guide.
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